Image compression is a key component in the transmission and storage process of image data. The major objective of image compression is to reduce the irrelevance and redundancy of the image data in order to store and transmit them in an efficient form. One of the practical approaches is to reduce the original large color space to a considerable small scale. In detail, we implement this image compression method via two approaches: K-means, which directly clustering the colors to nearest centroids, and the SLIC superpixel approaches, which relies on generating computationally efficient and perceptually meaningful image segments. Experiment results reveal that both of our approaches could effectively compress the image size.
Introduction
Image compression is minimizing the size in bytes of a graphics file without degrading the quality of the image to an unacceptable level. The reduction in file size allows more images to be stored in a given amount of disk or memory space. It also reduces the time required for images to be sent over the Internet or downloaded from web pages. There are several different ways in which image files can be compressed. For Internet use, the two most common compressed graphic image formats are the JPEG format and the PNG [1] format. The JPEG method is more often used for photographs, while the PNG method is commonly used for line art and other images in which geometric shapes are relatively simple. Other techniques for image compression also include the use of fractals and wavelets [2] . Nevertheless, these methods have not gained widespread acceptance for use on the Internet as of this writing.
On the other hand, these above mentioned methods generally assume that the image qualities should be greatly preserved. From this perspective, the computationally complexities of these kind of algorithms may increase due to the reason that the most representative feature components need to be automatically and adaptively selected for each individual image. However, in some cases, the image quality may not be the most crucial consideration in the whole system, i.e., we do not need the best qualities of the images during transmission, such occasions include image retrieval via thumbnails [3] . Hence, here comes a question, how to efficiently compress images further with tolerable quality loss?
In this paper, we address this problem via reducing the number of colors contained in an image directly. More specifically, two different methods: K-means clustering [4] and SLIC superpixel [5] are employed independently to replace each pixel in the image with its nearest cluster centroid color. The K-means algorithm is directly conducted over a small scale image of the original one in order to obtain the quantized color centroids efficiently. The K-means clustering is a method of vector quantization, originally from signal processing, that is popular for cluster analysis in data mining. It aims to partition n observations into k clusters in which each observation belongs to the cluster with nearest mean, serving as a prototype of the cluster. Later, each individual pixels in the original large image are classified to the nearest quantized color centroids. On the other hand, the SLIC superpixel first divides the small scale image into grids, and later the color centroids are generated via K-means conducted in these grids. In experiments, we find that both approaches could effectively compress the image size, whereas the K-means superpixel could better preserve the minute textures and details; and SLIC could earn better compression ratio.
Methodology
In general, our image compression framework consists of two stages: color centroids generation within small scale image I small and color re-computing in the original image I, which is illustrated in Fig. 1 . In order to reduce the image color space from the large scale n down to a small scale k, we first conduct the color centroids generation procedures on a resized small image I small of the original one I. The motivation of employing I small rather than I to compute color centroids is the color centroids are not sensitive to the image size with K-means and superpixel algorithms, which will be discussed later. In addition, one of our major assumption is that we could have tolerable image loss or distortion. On the other hand, the optimization process of the K-means or superpixel algorithms is NP-hard, hence, the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm [6] is employed to obtain the optimum color centroids, whereas the process is of great time complexity. After we have pre-processed the given image to resized size and obtained the corresponding image centroids, we then use the generated k colors to render the original image I, i.e., each pixel I(x,y) in the original image are assigned with new value from one of the k color centroids. Finally, we could obtain the compressed image I comp as the image compression result.
Fig.1. The general pipeline of our proposed image compression method Centroids Generation using K-means
In the color centroids generation problem with K-means, we are given all the image pixels in the resized image I small as the training set {I(1), I(2), I(3), … , I(h*w)}, where h and w are the resized image's height and width. Our goal is to group these image pixels into a k cohesive clusters, and the centers of the clusters are exactly the k color centroids we want. Because there are no labels y(i) given, this is an unsupervised learning problem.From the numerical optimization perspective, the K-means problem could be viewed as minimizing the following objective function:
In the type: J measures the sum of squared distances between each training example I(i) and the cluster centroid μ c (i) to which it has been assigned. Hence, one fact in the K-means optimization problem is that two variables c and μ need to be optimized simultaneous, and the c could be further viewed as a latent variable. In general, these kind of problem could not be optimized directly with closed form solution. However, it can be shown that K-means is exactly coordinate descent on J, with an alternative optimization strategy: EM algorithm being employed. Specifically, the inner-loop of K-means repeatedly minimizes J with respect to c while holding μ fixed (E-step), and then minimizes J with respect to μ while holding c fixed (M-step). Thus, J must monotonically decrease, and the value of J must converge.
Centroids Generation using SLIC A superpixel can be defined as a group of pixels which have similar characteristics. It is generally color based segmentation. Superpixels can be very helpful for image segmentation. Compared with color quantization methods based on individual pixels, the superpixel approaches could provide a convenient primitive to preserve local image features. In this paper, we implement the superpixel on the basis of simple linear iterative clustering (SLIC) algorithm. In spite of directly employing RGB color space in global I small to conduct K-means color centroid generation, the SLIC algorithm first divides the I small into K grids, with a grid interval S=sqrt(h*w/(K*K)). Later, the SLIC algorithm performs a local clustering of pixels in 5-D space defined by the L, a, b values of the CIELAB color space along with the x, y pixel coordinate. In this degree, the k cluster centers could be represented with a vector: C k = [l k ,a k ,b k ,x k, y k ], with k = [1,K] at regular grid intervals S. Instead of employing Euclidean norm measurement in our previous K-means centroids generation procedures, SLIC proposes a new distance measure D s , which is described as below: 
In this type: m is designed to allow us control the compactness of the superpixel, the greater of the value m, the more spatial compact the cluster is. In addition to the new distance measurement of the Labxy space, the SLIC algorithm also utilizes a gradient based sampling centroids disturbance strategy on the initialization of the centroids. In other words, the algorithm begins by sampling K regularly spaced cluster centers and moving them to the seed locations corresponding to the lowest gradient position in a 3*3 neighborhood. Empirical experiments reveal that this strategy could greatly reduce the chances of choosing a noise pixel when comparing with purely randomly sampling in K-means. Finally, the SLIC runs clustering in each grids, the whole pipeline is as follow: each pixel in the I small is associated with the nearest cluster center in the searching area. After all pixels are associated to the present stage centroids C k , the new centers are updated as the average Labxy vector of all assigned pixels. This process is iteratively repeated until convergent. At last, a connectivity enforcement process is conducted by relabeling disjoint segments with the labels of largest neighboring cluster.
Experiments and Results
In the experiment section, we evaluate two different image compression methods, respectively from the following perspectives: image compression results; image compression ratio and computational complexity. 5 different object images are selected named as: bird, car, dog, flower, and dog. The images' size ranging from dozens of pixels to thousands, whereas the storage sizes ranging around hundreds KB. We use matlab to implement the two algorithms. In the following experiments, we set the number of color centroids at 16 for both K-means and SLIC algorithm. The I small is generated via resizing the original image to 1/8 scale. In addition, both of the algorithms are iterated for 100 rounds at most, and will be terminated if less than 3% relatively decreasing in objective function is found. Finally, the overall detailed information and compression results are given in Fig.2 and Table. 1.
From Fig.2 and Table. 1, it is clear that both of our algorithm successfully compressed the original images I to those with relatively smaller ones. In particular, according to Table. 1, the compression with K-mean color centroids generation strategy compresses 5 images with a compression ratio at 64%. On the other hand, the SLIC superpixel counterpart achieves over 98% compression ratio. On the other hand, we find that SLIC algorithm takes more computation time than the K-means method.
Another interesting phenomenon we found is the images' style after conducting the compression procedures are totally different. From Fig.2 , we can find that compressed images using K-means generally has a sharpening effect, i.e., most of the textures are preserved whereas the global image style seems like the oil painting. On the other hand, the SLIC algorithms compresses the images more aggressively: the whole image are divided into several semantic segments, whereas most of the details are lost. This is also coherent with the differences in the compression ratio using different algorithms, as illustrated in Table. 1. We may conclude that the K-means may be more suitable to those occasions need better textures and detail information and vice versa. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we address the image compression topic with the assumption that tolerable image quality loss or distortion is permitted. We then compress the image by reducing the number of colors from N to K. In order to realize this goal, we first resize the original image to a smaller one; later, two common algorithms K-means and SLIC superpixel are employed respectively to calculate the color centroids of the small scale image; finally, the pixels in the original images are quantized to the nearest color centroids based on different distance measurements. Experiment results reveal that both of our algorithms could reduce the storage size of the original image dramatically, whereas the K-means approaches could better preserve the detailed local textures with higher computational complexity. On the other hand, SLIC approach can achieve higher compression ratio, with more loss in detail information.
